The Club of Rome

Decades of exponential population and consumption growth are now colliding with the limits of the Earth’s biosphere, destabilising the foundations of life as we know it. **We are in a decisive decade** where failure to act risks triggering irreversible Earth tipping points.

The Club of Rome is pushing for the transformational shifts needed for society to emerge from emergency. It is our aim to accelerate a better future for all; promote wellbeing instead of growth at all costs; recognise the interconnectedness of human beings and move towards more equitable economic, finance and socio-political models.

We are building on a foundation of **50 years of thought leadership** and transformational insights from past and current members and take into consideration new pioneering thinking and pathways for change.

The Club of Rome is a platform of diverse thought leaders who identify holistic solutions to complex global issues and promote policy initiatives and action to enable humanity to emerge from multiple planetary emergencies.

**OUR VISION**

Our vision is a world that has emerged from multiple emergencies with a new way of being human that promotes wellbeing for all in a healthier ecosystem.

**OUR MISSION**

To apply holistic, interdisciplinary and long-term thinking to ensure broader societal and planetary wellbeing; recognise the interconnectedness of human beings and move towards more equitable economic, finance, socio-political models.
A global network

We draw on the collective knowledge of our members – over 100 individuals from across the globe – scientists, economists and business leaders. Our members work together to understand the complex interconnected and interdependent challenges of our world, and collectively find appropriate solutions infused with national, regional and global expertise.

WHY WE DO THIS
We are addressing the complexity of today’s world, which requires systems thinking and a long-term focus. We are dealing with global common goods with multigenerational impacts that require systems thinking and a long-term focus. It is about our collective future, it is about our legacy, and our human footprint, so that our children and grandchildren can thrive on a healthy planet.

HOW CAN YOU SUPPORT?
The global commons can only be governed and managed collaboratively. The Club of Rome works with its members, partners in civil society and governments to develop partnerships across the globe and across generations to maximise impact. We aim to develop partnerships across the globe and across generations to maximise impact. Get in touch if you see synergies in your work or would be willing to support the work of The Club of Rome financially.

PUBLICATIONS
In 1972, The Limits to Growth – A Report to The Club of Rome – warned of the consequences of unlimited growth on a finite planet. Since then over 45 Reports to The Club of Rome have been published.

The Limits to Growth by Donella H. Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers, William W. Behrens III

Limits and Beyond: 50 years on from The Limits to Growth, what did we learn and what’s next? coedited by Ugo Bardi, Carlos Alvarez Pereira

Earth for All – A Survival Guide for Humanity by Sandrine Dixson-Decleève, Owen Gaffney, Jayati Ghosh, Jorgen Randers, Johan Rockström, Per Espen Stoknes